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Abstract

Study objective—Despite excellent mortality indicators, there is clear evidence that the health status of the population of Geneva could be improved if more attention and resources were devoted to prevention strategies. To identify a set of robust health priorities an original approach was used triangulating results between three methods.

Methods—The study calculated potential years of life lost, disability adjusted years of life lost, and conducted a Delphi survey to gather the opinion of health professionals and the general public.

Main results—Several health conditions were unanimously selected by all three methods as top priorities: cardiovascular diseases, AIDS, respiratory cancer, breast cancer for women, suicide and traffic accidents. In addition, two determinants—alcohol abuse and tobacco abuse—for which a clear conceptual link could be established between all methods were chosen. Connections between priorities identified through the DALY and the Delphi method lead to further inclusion of chronic back pain and depression. Some issues solely identified through the Delphi survey were included as they were consistently considered important by professionals and the lay public alike—violence in the family, unemployment, social exclusion.

Conclusions—These results indicate that health priorities, and by extension health care priorities, would benefit from using a mix of quantitative and qualitative research methods. The triangulation of results allows for a broader perspective and makes results more acceptable.

(J Epidemiol Community Health 2000;54:388–393)

About 20 years ago the WHO started to encourage the definition of health priorities as an essential step in national or regional health planning. To date about a third of all industrialised countries have formulated, and sometimes already revised, national health priorities and targets. Well known examples are the United Kingdom, France, Quebec, Australia and the USA. More recently, rising health care costs have brought priority setting in health care to the forefront of the public health debate. The complexity of setting priorities for health care, leading eventually to decisions on health care rationing, has been the focus of the second international conference on health care priorities. However, there is not one unique method to be used to determine priorities. Premature mortality, indicators combining mortality and morbidity, potential for health gain or cost effective health gain have been used to estimate the relative importance of specific conditions. In other instances, priorities have been set on the basis of general health data and documented or perceived severity of health conditions. In some instances, a “public” debate was held to solicit broad public consensus on health priorities.

In Switzerland, the political system is extremely decentralised and each of the 23 cantons is responsible for developing its own health system and health policy. Geneva is one of the medium sized cantons with about 400,000 inhabitants and an area of 246 square km. Its health care system guarantees excellent care for acute and chronic conditions and is widely accessible to the population. However, like many industrialised regions, it has been confronted in past years with increasing health care costs and the dilemma of financing a health care system that is heavily biased towards treatment, care and cure at the expense of consistent preventive strategies and services. Despite its excellent mortality indicators there is mounting epidemiological evidence and a felt need to devote more attention and resources to prevention strategies. In this context, the Health Department of the canton of Geneva decided in 1996 to define, for the first time, a set of health priorities that should receive special attention and resources over the next 5–10 years.

None of the procedures that have been used to define health priorities was judged, on its own, to be entirely satisfactory for Geneva for several reasons. Firstly, health professionals and the public in general are very sensitive to health issues, and it would have been unacceptable to conduct a priority setting exercise without taking into consideration their views. Secondly, decisions implying reallocation of resources would need to be backed up by solid scientific data to gather broad professional, political and public consensus. Thirdly, the use of traditional mortality indicators as gold standards is problematic as mortality indicators alone cannot discriminate among conditions when mortality rates are so low. We thus used three complementary approaches including traditional mortality indicators (potential years of life lost), disability adjusted years of life lost, and a Delphi survey, to identify a set of robust priorities by triangulating results between the three methods. This paper briefly
Table 1  Proportion (% of potential years of life lost (PYLL)* attributable to major causes of death† by gender

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Causes of death</th>
<th>PYLL men 16 080</th>
<th>PYLL women 8 142</th>
<th>PYLL all 24 222</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ischaemic heart disease</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>14.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IHD</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIDS</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other violent deaths§</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suicide</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory cancer</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic accidents</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other violent deaths§</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerebrovascular disease</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Age limit is 75 years. †Mortality statistics 1990–1994. §This includes the following categories: ischaemic heart disease (IHD), heart failure, ventricular arrhythmias, general arteriosclerosis and “ill defined conditions of heart disease”. To allow comparison with table 2 we show the % of PYLL attributed to ischaemic heart disease in italics. °From falls, poisoning/overdose, other accidents (excluding traffic accidents and suicide).

Table 2  Proportion of DALYs attributed to the 15 most important health problems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disease</th>
<th>% of total DALYs</th>
<th>% YLD</th>
<th>% YLL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ischaemic heart disease</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>91.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unipolar major depression</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIDS</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>74.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol abuse</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>96.6</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suicide/other self inflicted injuries</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>91.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteoarthritis</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>99.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trachea, bronchus, lung cancer</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>92.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dementia + degenerative CNS</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>97.9</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerebrovascular disease</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>69.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic accidents</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>68.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schizophrenia</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falls</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>65.2</td>
<td>34.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast cancer*</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>86.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bipolar disorder</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obsessive-compulsive disorders</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The overall ranking of breast cancer is relatively low because of the fact that this health problem is practically restricted to women. The analysis by gender shows that breast cancer ranks fourth in women.

Methods

POTENTIAL YEARS OF LIFE LOST

The concept of “premature death” was developed in 1947,24 and has been extensively used,25 26 and is based on the assumption that diseases that kill later in life should not be given the same priority as those that produce earlier deaths. A potential limit to life span is arbitrarily set (generally close to the life expectancy of the population) measuring “premature death” as the difference between the potential limit and the age at death. We calculated potential years of life lost (PYLL) based on 1990–1994 mortality data for Geneva, using the ICD (8th revision) and setting 75 years as the age limit.

DISABILITY ADJUSTED LIFE YEARS

The Disability Adjusted Life Year or DALY adds to “premature death” the years of “healthy” life lost because of illness and disability (years lived with disability).27 28 It was developed for the 1993 World Development Report on Health29 complementing and systematising earlier attempts to develop a summary indicator combining mortality, morbidity and disability. The assumptions, data requirements, inputs and results of the worldwide study have been published between 1994 and 1997.26 30 Since then this method has been used in the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, Australia and the USA, although results for those countries have not been published yet. Mortality estimates, averaged over a period of five years, were obtained from the National 1990–1994 mortality data base, the most recent mortality data available for the canton at the time of the study. Classification of health conditions, age weighting and discounting of future years were carried out according to the Global Burden of Disease (GBD) procedures.31 32 Mortality had to be recoded from ICD-8 to ICD-9. We used published estimates for Established Market Economies (EME)33 to estimate Years Lived with Disability (YLD) as specific morbidity estimates on disease onset, incidence and duration are rarely available for Geneva. Detailed methods and results on the DALY analysis of this paper have been reported elsewhere.34

DELPHI SURVEY

A Delphi survey was conducted to gather the opinion of concerned groups, both as health professionals or as representatives of the general population. Since its initial development the Delphi method has been widely used in health and medicine,35 36 and the procedures have been standardised.40 41 For our study, we defined five panels, each of them representing a fairly homogeneous group: all political leaders involved in decision making with regard to health and social support issues (“political”), the directors of medical and social institutions (“institutional”), a purposeful sample of medical and paramedical professionals established in private practice (“ambulatory”), and of managers of health related non-governmental organisations (“NGO”). Finally, selected leaders of community groups with no direct involvement in health (“community”) were included. Overall, 293 persons were invited to participate in the survey.

On the basis of previous studies3 we designed a questionnaire providing a comprehensive list of health determinants (20 items) and disease oriented problems (43 items), which was pilot tested in a small group of professionals and lay persons. The first round of the questionnaire was used to elicit the opinion of panel members on the 10 most important determinants and health problems. Respondents were asked to take into consideration the

frequency and severity of a problem, its socio-economic impact and the possible effectiveness of interventions in making their choice, and to recommend actions to be undertaken to improve the situation in the identified priority areas. The questionnaire for the second round listed 12 determinants and 18 health problems that had been chosen by at least 30% of participants in the first round. In the second round, panel members were asked to choose five determinants and 10 problems, indicating their priorities, and to give a priority score to each recommended intervention. Because of a high convergence of opinion after the first two rounds, a third round was not necessary.

More detailed methods and results have been published elsewhere.

Table 3 shows the 10 health problems and determinants by order of priority and by panel.

Results
Table 1 shows the 10 most important disease categories ranked according to their share of total PYLLs in the canton. Cardiovascular diseases appear as the top priority health problem for men and women in Geneva, followed by breast cancer for women and AIDS for men. Overall violent deaths including traffic accidents, other accidents and suicide accumulate a high proportion of premature deaths (24%).

Table 2 presents the list of the 15 most important health problems ranked by their contribution to total DALYs per year in the canton, and shows the relative importance of mortality (YLL) and morbidity (YLD). Ischaemic heart disease appears as the single most important priority, followed by unipolar major depression, AIDS, and alcohol abuse. Neuropsychiatric disorders appear in six of the 15 priority problems, accounting for 20.9% of DALYs. HIV/AIDS is the third contributor to DALYs in Geneva. Suicide and other self-inflicted injuries account for more DALYs than road traffic accidents and falls. Breast cancer ranks fourth in women (13th position in overall ranking). Respiratory cancer ranks seventh.

Table 3 shows the 10 health problems and five determinants chosen as priority issues by the five Delphi panels, and the summary results from all panels. Depression and cardiovascular disease rank as the top two priority issues. AIDS appears again as the third issue, and breast cancer as the fourth. A high rank was given to “violence in the family” presented, overall, as the fifth priority issue. Some interesting differences emerge between panels with regard to AIDS (rated as a high priority by community leaders but given a lower priority ranking by politicians), breast cancer, and hypertension (rated relatively low by the community and NGO panel, whereas it is given high priority by the two “medical” panels).

Alcohol and tobacco abuse are seen as the most important health determinants to be tackled, with the notable exception of the community group who ranks tobacco abuse comparatively low. With regard to the interventions proposed for each priority, they mainly relate to primary and secondary prevention and include a range
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**Figure 1** Overlap in health priorities identified through each method.
of legal, social, environmental and medical measures.

Several health conditions are unanimously selected by all three methods as top priorities: cardiovascular diseases, AIDS, respiratory cancer, breast cancer, suicide and unintentional injuries including traffic accidents (fig 1). Alcohol abuse, given priority by the DALY and Delphi method, can be closely linked to liver cirrhosis in the PYLL analysis. Similarly tobacco abuse, identified as an important health determinant through the Delphi survey is closely linked to respiratory cancer. The DALY analysis and Delphi study coincide in the identification of unipolar major depression as a high priority, while it is entirely missing in the PYLL analysis. Two health problems that appear solely in the Delphi study—chronic back pain and hypertension—can be linked to results of the DALY analysis. Hypertension leads to cardiovascular and cerebrovascular diseases, and chronic back pain may have some relation with osteoarthritis.

Finally, the Delphi survey adds several elements that would have been missed by the two quantitative methods. Violence in the family has been given high priority by all panels. The importance given by participants in the Delphi survey to this issue was further corroborated by the high ranking of a deteriorated family environment in choosing priority health determinants. Although social determinants such as a deteriorated family environment, unemployment and social exclusion, are not directly identifiable through the two quantitative methods, they may be linked with the broader category of mental disorders.

**Discussion**

The final choice of health priorities (table 4) for the Canton of Geneva was guided by a three step approach.

1. All six health problems unanimously identified by the three methods plus those two for which a clear conceptual link could be established between the three methods (alcohol and tobacco abuse) were chosen. By doing so we incorporated cardiovascular diseases, AIDS, breast cancer, suicide, unintentional injuries (traffic accidents, falls, other accidents), alcohol abuse and tobacco abuse. However, respiratory cancer was not included in the final list considering it more a consequence of tobacco abuse than a prime priority. In fact, all interventions proposed by the respondents in the Delphi survey to improve the situation with regard to respiratory cancer were linked to tobacco abuse.

2. Clear links between priorities identified through the DALY and the Delphi method lead to further inclusion of chronic back pain, instead of osteoarthritis, and depression. These decisions were supported by data currently available for the canton of Geneva. In 1993, 9.4% of women and 5.6% of men reported a medically diagnosed depression during a population-based survey. This was considerably higher than the Swiss average (5.4% and 2.5% respectively). In addition, 36% of women and 31% of men considered themselves to be in bad mental health. In the same survey a quarter of the respondents said they had suffered from joint problems or acute back pain in the preceding month. In addition, bone and joint disease (mainly back problems) are the main cause for attributing an invalidity pension to men.

3. Finally, the three main social determinants solely identified through the Delphi survey (violence in the family, unemployment, social exclusion) were included as they were consistently considered important by professionals and the lay public alike. Regarding violence in the family, data on physical abuse of children, including sexual abuse, are still very patchy. We know, however, that physical abuse of children is pervasive in Switzerland, and that a third of school aged girls and 10% of boys in Geneva have suffered from some type of sexual abuse. The first study on domestic violence against women was carried out in Switzerland in 1996, showing that during their lifetime 20% of women had been physically and 40% psychologically abused by their partner(s). Having included violence in the family as a priority, we discarded a “deteriorated family environment” in the list of determinants. Unemployment and social exclusion were both considered important though broad and “indirect” health determinants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PYLL</th>
<th>DALY</th>
<th>Delphi study</th>
<th>Final choice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cardiovascular diseases*</td>
<td>IHD</td>
<td>depression</td>
<td>depression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIDS</td>
<td>depression</td>
<td>cardiovascular diseases</td>
<td>cardiovascular diseases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other violent deaths</td>
<td>AIDS</td>
<td>AIDS</td>
<td>AIDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suicide</td>
<td>alcohol abuse</td>
<td>breast cancer</td>
<td>breast cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>respiratory cancer†</td>
<td>suicide</td>
<td>chronic back pain</td>
<td>chronic back pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>traffic accidents</td>
<td>osteoarthritis</td>
<td>respiratory cancer</td>
<td>respiratory cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>breast cancer</td>
<td>respiratory cancer</td>
<td>violence in the family</td>
<td>violence in the family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>liver cirrhosis</td>
<td>dementia</td>
<td>hypertension</td>
<td>suicide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>colon/rectal cancer</td>
<td>cerebrovascular disease</td>
<td>suicide</td>
<td>traffic accidents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cerebrovascular disease</td>
<td>traffic accidents</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Determinants
- alcohol abuse
- tobacco abuse
- deteriorated family environment
- unemployment
- social exclusion

*Excluding cerebrovascular disease. †Including larynx, bronchus and lung cancer. ‡Including traffic accidents, domestic accidents, falls, etc.
Participants in the survey had pointed to the frequency and recent increase of these phenomena and their important impact on health, often referring to a vicious cycle, including several of the determinants (that is, unemployment can lead to a deteriorated family environment, to additional stress, to alcohol abuse and social exclusion). In fact, the unemployment rate has tripled in Geneva since the beginning of the 1990s and in particular, long term unemployment (more than one year) has increased 20-fold. Some local studies have shown the severe impact of unemployment on health status.48,49

Moving from the results of the PULL analysis to those of the DALY study to those of the Delphi survey, we found convergence on certain priorities, and that each subsequent method also broadens and enriches the argument. Obviously the concept inherent in each method “drives” the result. The limitations of the premature mortality analysis in setting priorities in low mortality populations stems from the fact that it excludes all non-fatal consequences of acute and chronic conditions and that deaths occurring after age 75 are not considered a loss. The DALY method circumvents these problems, but in turn is unable to identify psychosocial and socioeconomic health conditions and determinants perceived by the population as important issues. The Delphi method provides the broadest view on health, but may be dependent on the selection, responsiveness and quality of the participants. Two advantages of this method are that it portrays the perceived importance of health problems and their determinants, and that it allows to elicit opinions on the most effective interventions to tackle them. It thus takes into account social preferences and points to actions that are seen as feasible and acceptable.

The main limitation of this approach is that each method uses by design a different classification of health problems thus leading to a certain subjectivity in the comparison of results and the final choice. However, based on our findings, we believe that health priorities, and by extension health care priorities, may benefit from using a mix of quantitative and qualitative research methods. Qualitative results alone, however valuable, would most probably not be agreeable if they were not supported by epidemiological data and analyses, such as the burden of disease. The triangulation of results allows for a broader perspective, makes the final choice socially more acceptable and improves consensus on the selected priorities.

The study was carried out in 1997 as part of a mandate given by the Health department of the canton of Geneva to the Institute for social and preventive medicine.
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